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Feedback: EU strategy for sustainable textiles roadmap 
Finnish Textile & Fashion warmly welcomes an EU strategy for sustainable textiles. We believe 
that a successful EU Textile strategy will provide an opportunity for competitive and sustainable EU 
textile sector in the future. A sector specific approach gives an opportunity to remove structural 
barriers of textile recycling and bring harmonised solutions across Europe. 

We welcome the ambition of the Commission to reconcile the environmental-social-economic sides 
of sustainability in textile sector. A shift is needed on how most of the textile products are designed, 
chosen, consumed, and disposed of. However, it is necessary to identify the clear scope, common 
understanding and targets for a textile strategy from the very beginning. It should be clear whether 
the strategy will address single topics or a comprehensive guideline for the whole industry, and 
does it also include other textiles than garments and home textiles. 

The planned strategy should focus on minimizing rapid consumption of unrenewable materials, low 
quality, or short life cycle textiles. This aspect is especially important as a large part of the global 
impact of EU consumption is generated outside the EU. Sustainable competitiveness should be 
brought to the focus of interest, and the playing field between products made in EU and imported 
goods should be level. We would also wish to suggest not to use the word “waste” in the Textile 
strategy, in the case of a valuable secondary raw material, like discarded textiles or other side-
steams. 

Circular economy and sustainability are not market drivers in the global textile and fashion industry. 
Policy measures should support the creation of a reverse logistic system in which collecting, 
sorting, and the use of discarded textiles is implemented in an efficient manner. We support the 
proposal for setting concrete targets to step up reuse and recycling efforts as well as green public 
procurement in the EU. Bringing circularity across the value chain can solve many issues and 
answer the increasing demand for secondary-raw materials.  

It is important that textile strategy shall encourage towards circularity and support investments in 
new infrastructure and technology. This means, for example, digital design tools, material 
platforms, automated sorting and new manufacturing and recycling technologies, but also new 
material alternatives based on renewable biomaterials, side-streams, or discarded material flows. 
This entails a great opportunity for the European textile industry but also requires funding to scale 
up innovations from laboratories and pilot projects to the larger scale solutions. The textile strategy 
should also go beyond recycling: it should encourage European textile sector to be more circular 
and move towards new business models.  

We want to highlight our concern on many parallel and intertwined proposals on sustainability and 
the circular economy. It is very important that the requirements imposed on companies are in line 
with each other and that their effects are also assessed. Currently it is challenging to assess the 
impact various initiatives and legislative proposals have on business. The upcoming textile strategy 
should not address issues that are already being promoted through other initiatives, such as 
updating the eco-design criteria, substantiating green claims, digital product passport, due 
diligence etc.  

 



 
 

It is also very important to remember, that the European textile sector is almost always linked to 
complex, international value chains. Through the circularity it is possible to increase the resource 
autonomy of the EU textile and apparel industry. However, it should properly reflect in the new 
textile strategy that more that 95 % of the European textile and apparel companies are small and 
medium size enterprises (SME’s). It is crucial to the sustainable development and competitiveness 
of the European textile sector to give appropriate support for SME’s, otherwise only the non-EU 
business will profit. 
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